HOW TO SCORE IN OBEDIENCE

Try hugging the judge!

If that doesn’t work, grovel!
(Submitted by Mildred Krnacik)

NOV/DEC 2019
Editor: Beth Widdows

SPORTSMEN’S EVENTS
Volunteers
Needed!

*pending Club approval by CPE

Matches/Sniff N Go’s: See Web Site
Obedience Trials:
Feb 21-23, 2020
Agility Trials: Feb 28-29, Mar 1, 2020
May 29-31, 2020
AKC Scent Work: April 18,19, 2020
July 25, 26, 2020
Nov 14, 15, 2020
3 Day Trial Weekend (C-WAGS obedience,
Scent and CPE* Scent): May 23-25, 2020

Building will be closed for rentals:
• Jan 12, 2020
• Feb 15, 16, 2020
• Mar 7, 8, 2020
• Mar 14, 15, 2020
Building will be closed for mat
cleaning:
• Dec 15
4-H Classes: Fridays @ 5:30pm (see
website for specific dates)
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COMPETITION RESULTS

BREAKING NEWS! Cathi Winkles and Ty won the 12”
division and were reported to have the fastest time of all
jump heights!!!!

Loc/date

Sport

Score/pl/leg

Title

Diefenbach/Janka

Nosey Canines 11/3/19
Nosey Canines 11/3/19

CPE Scent Exterior
CPE Scent Vehicle

Sutton/Rene

Ft Det 9/13/19
Ft Det 9/13/19
St Cl 9/14/19
St Cl 9/14/19
St Cl 9/15/19
St Cl 9/15/19

AKC Obedience Util B
Open B
Util B
Open B
Util B
Open B

199.5/1/-196/2/-195/3/-198/1/-197/2/-198/2/--

HIT HC

AKC Rally Excellent

95/-- /3
86/--/4
90/--/1
94/1/2
--/--/1 (towards ACE)
--/--/1 and 2
95/1/2
99/1/3
96/3/4

RE

Widdows/Emily Anne SDTC 10/25
Companion 11/1
Canine WS 11/2/19
CCDAC 11/23
AADTC 12/7/19
SDTC 12/15
Winkles/Ty

Cleveland All Breed

AKC Rally Masters
C-WAGS Scent Level 3
Scent Level 4
AKC Agility Open
C-WAGS Obed Level 2

Q
Q

AKC Temperament Test
AKC Rally Masters
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HIT HC

ATT
100/2/10

RM

SPORTSMEN’S DOG TRAINING CLUB HOLIDAY PARTY
1930 Tobsal Court, Warren, MI 48091

SATURDAY, January 11, 2020
at 6:00 p.m.

Menu:
Pulled Pork, Chicken Breast, Caesar Salad,
Baked Potato Casserole and Green Beans
We will need beverages, appetizers and desserts. Please call 248-642-8775 or email
bpopyk@comcast.net with your contribution. All of this for the amazing price of $15.00!!! Make
your check payable to SDTC and send to:
Barbara Forman Popyk
159 Pilgrim Avenue
Birmingham, MI 48009-1254
Deadline : Friday, January 3rd
Spouses and students are welcome to attend.

Barbara & Pat

Holiday Committee
CLUB CREDITS
Reminder to send your quarterly credits report to Jana!
jlimastiff@yahoo.com
https://www.sportsmens.net/PRIVATE/service.htm

SHOW RESULTS
When your showing is completed for the year, please fill out and send in the Show Results report
found on the website in the Members Only area.
https://www.sportsmens.net/PRIVATE/form.htm
DEADLINE: Jan. 31, 2020 (But please send it in as early as possible.)

MARK YOUR CALENDARS & VOLUNTEER!
NEXT AKC SCENT TRIALS
April 18 and 19, 2020
NEXT C-WAGS/CPE SCENT TRIALS AND C-WAGS OBEDIENCE TRIAL WEEKEND
May 23-25, 2020
(CPE is pending Club approval by CPE)
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FACEBOOK: SEW BEARY SWEET

What to do with all those show ribbons? Contact Christy Rupe at Sew Beary Sweet. This
bear takes approximately 41 regular sized ribbons (or a combination of sizes can be used)
and stands over a foot tall when completed. It costs $75 plus shipping.

The day after Christmas??
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April 11, 2016 THOUGHTS https://nancytanner.com/2016/04/11/the-misunderstanding-oftime/?fbclid=IwAR20yfP4tj-k3vTF9uZuiAeYl6fWxxLJgm5Yq7CCKA0VamlPzJW6wjH59LY

the misunderstanding of time
Posted by Nancy Tanner

When I am asked “What is the biggest problem in dog training today?”, it is the
same problem I saw fourteen years ago, thirty years ago. It is the
misunderstanding of time.
It takes time to learn how to be a teacher to another species.
It takes time to learn how to learn from another species.
It takes time to build understanding.
It takes time to learn how to observe and how to apply what you observe.
It takes time to build a relationship with trust.
It takes time to get to know one another.
It takes time to teach.
It takes an enormous amount of time to build skill on both ends of the leash.
It takes time to learn.
It takes time to learn about humility.
It takes time to learn how to work together.
It takes time to learn about the things in training you don’t even know that you don’t
know yet.
It takes time to learn about your own short comings.
It takes time to forgive your own short comings and learn how to move on with your
dog.
It takes a lifetime to practice compassion.
It takes time, all of it.
You cannot rush a relationship.
You cannot rush the teaching or learning process, on either end of the leash.
You cannot rush maturity or the lack thereof.
You cannot rush your skills, or your dog’s understanding of your skills.
My advice to new dog owners, seasoned dog owners, and want to be dog owners –
learn how to settle in, learn that nothing will happen overnight. Learn that if you try
to take short cuts and try to make it all happen to fit your schedule, or your desires,
or your needs, it will come back to bite you in the ass, figuratively or literally.
Nancy
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SCENT THEORY
(Shared with permission from K9Sensus Foundation [Facebook])
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GREETING CARDS
On the table between the bathrooms, you will find stacked bins of greeting cards. If you looked
earlier and didn’t find your breed, or another type of card you were interested in, please take
another look. Since we first got the cards, they have been refreshed with more breeds and more
of the breeds that were there originally. Remember that these cards are handmade; they cost
way less than cards you would purchase commercially and ALL proceeds go to Sportsmen’s.
They are offered at absolutely no cost to Sportsmen’s
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What ARE they doing?!!!!

The Christmas Monster?
The Crooner (Jingle Bells)

WHO are these people and WHAT are they
doing????
READ BELOW:

The Lady and the Bear

AKC TEMPERAMENT TEST
“The ATT tests how a dog reacts to a variety of stimuli. Desirable traits are that the dog will be emotionally
stable, inquisitive, cooperative, appropriately social for its breed, biddable and demonstrates the ability to
recover from a startling situation in a reasonable amount of time.
Undesirable traits are fear, shyness, lack of cooperation and an inability to recover from unfamiliar or
unexpected situations. Examples of undesirable behaviors include being afraid of friendly strangers or
unfamiliar stimuli, obsessive barking, and aggression.”
Our first ATT test was a success! Thank you to everyone who came out to help, we couldn't have done it
without you. Barb, Eileen, Doc, Karen Dunham, Beth, Dorthea, Cherie, and Marlene were our ring
stewards for both rings (thanks for being ready and willing to fill in to relieve people throughout the day).
Suzanne and Virginia were our awesome judges and kept their rings moving (our biggest fear was running
behind). Liz did an amazing job getting everyone their ribbons/medals and score sheets. We tested a
total of 99 dogs and 89 dogs passed which is a percentage pass rate of almost 90%.
Areas tested and examples:
Social (greetings, people approaching)
Auditory (noises such as a whistle, horn, hand-held
vacuum cleaner)
Visual (umbrella opening, wagon, streamers on
stick)
Tactile (walking on wire grate, on tarp, lattice)
Proprioceptive, e.g., motion, position (PVC ladder,
intersecting hoops, low platform) Unexpected
stimulus (see photos above)
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Disaster Management Plan for pets
From AKC REUNITE:
"Local communities, big and small, are required by the PETS ACT to have a
disaster plan that includes pets.
AKC Reunite is not a first responder emergency management organization and we
do not have the staff, materials or mandate to deploy to disaster situations. That is
why we created the AKC Pet Disaster Relief program in conjunction with AKC
clubs. That program donates essential supplies to the local emergency
management agencies, so they have what is needed to help local pets during
disasters.
A critical link in the chain is AKC club members. You are the experienced dog
owners who live in the communities affected by disasters. By following the steps
below, you can help pull together your club, AKC, AKC Reunite, emergency
management, media and other resources to help pets and show the nation the
good work you are doing. Join us today by getting involved!"
To find out more, go to http://www.akcreunite.org/local/.
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1930 Tobsal Court
Warren, MI
888-637-9595

